Words for lipreading practice

You can practise these words using a mirror or with a friend.

Pluck  Until  Shrug  Upset  Puppet  Summer  Under
Stomach  Much  Funds  Gutter  One (Won)  Dumpty  Wonderful
Lovely  Thumb  Insult  Jump  Come  Once  Month
Rubbish  Monday  Ruffle  Hairbrush  Company  Nun (None)  Handcuff

Find your own words to practise.

See The Difference: Can you see the difference between these words that have U or A in them? Use a mirror to check.

Bat  But
Lack  Luck
Bad  Bud
Stan  Stun
Mac  muck
Dam  Dumb

Can you make sense of these sentences? Use one of the words below. Say them in front of a mirror.

once upon  brush  bump  stuck  bud  tumble  understand  crushed

1. I like …….. potatoes with lemon to go with fish for dinner.
2. It took me a long time to …….. the instructions.
3. A good fairy story begins ……… a time.
4. It’s so wet I’ll have to dry my clothes in the …………… drier.
5. The roses are still in ……………
6. When I tried to climb over the wall I got …….. halfway.
7. She’s looking for her ………… so that she can do her hair.
8. The film was about things that goes …… in the night.

Can you unscramble these U words?
1. Puloce  2. stupe  3. spule  4. mbestlu  5. hluf  6. fewurlond

Answers:
1. Couple
2. Upset
3. Stumble
4. Pulse
5. Flush
6. Wonderful